
Greater Elemental Terror of Air: Kaze no Oni 
Kaze no Oni are created by the Dark Oracles at the start of the twelfth century; there are no records of their appearance 
prior to that time, although GMs may always choose to rule that the Oracles took action earlier in the Empire’s history. 
They resemble the giant swollen corpses of infant birds, standing high atop long legs that trail away into insubstantiality. 
Their affinity to the Air kansen gives them an unnatural ability to absorb spells and hurl them back at their enemies, 
making them a particular threat to shugenja.  
 
Earth 3  
Fire 3 (Agility 4) 
Water 2 (Perception 4) 
Air 6 
 
Shadowlands Taint: 6  
Initiative: 8k6  
Attack: Bite 6k4 (Simple)  
Damage: 4k2 bite 
Armor TN: 35 
Reduction: 5 (bypassed by jade, crystal, or obsidian)  
Wounds: 30: +5; 60: +10; 90: Dead 
Skills: Spellcraft 5 
Special Abilities: 
Fear 3 
Huge 
Invulnerable 
Magic Resistance: The Kaze no Oni has two Ranks of Magic Resistance against non-Air spells, and three Ranks against Air 
spells. 
Spell-Filching: Any time an Elemental (not maho) spell is successfully cast within 50’ of a Kaze no Oni, the oni may 
attempt to steal it. The oni makes a Contested Roll of its Air against the shugenja’s Ring in whatever Element the spell 
belonged to; the oni gets a Free Raise to this roll if the spell is Air, while the shugenja gets a Free Raise if the spell is 
Earth. If the oni wins the roll, it steals the spell and can store it, releasing it later – effectively casting it in game terms – 
as a Simple Action. The oni can store a maximum number of spells at the same time equal to its Air, and cannot attempt 
to steal spells unless it has room to store them.  
 
Lesser Elemental Terror of Air: Yosuchi no Oni 
"Take soul, breath, and leave only dust behind...." 
The Yosuchi no Oni are shadowy, insubstantial demons who float through the air, resembling nothing so much as a 
tangle of tattered semi-incorporeal silk with a vaguely-defined head. Like their larger cousins, the Kaze no Oni, they are 
creations of the Dark Oracle of Air and are first seen around the start of the twelfth century.  
The Yosuchi no Oni is almost as insubstantial as the Element from which it was created, and is thus both difficult to fight 
and dangerous to those it attacks. It drains the life-essence of its prey directly, drawing it out through its vaporous 
appendages. Only magic and weapons of sacred substances like jade can affect it. Fortunately, it is quite vulnerable to 
attacks from those sources. 
 
Earth 1 (Willpower 3) 
Fire 3  
Water 1 (Perception 3) 
Air 4 (Reflexes 6) 
 
Shadowlands Taint: 6  
Initiative: 7k6 
Attack: Appendage 7k3 (Complex)  
Damage: 1k1, plus Life Drain (see Special Abilities) 
Armor TN: 35 
Reduction: None  
Wounds: 25: +5; 50: Dead 
Skills: Stealth 5 
Special Abilities: 
Fear 3 



Insubstantial: The Yosuchi no Oni can pass through solid walls and objects up to a foot thick. Its Appendage attacks 
ignore any benefit from armor to the target’s Armor TN. 
Life Drain: The Yosuchi no Oni’s attack drains the victim’s very life. Those who are struck by the Yosuchi’s Appendage 
must make a Contested Roll of their Earth against the Yosuchi’s Air; if they lose the roll, their Earth Ring is reduced by 1 
Rank (with a corresponding reduction in Wounds). If a character dies from this effect, his body crumbles instantly into 
dust.  
Magic Resistance: The Yosuchi no Oni is considered to have two Ranks of Magic Resistance against Air magic (only).  
Superior Invulnerability: The Yosuchi no Oni takes no damage from any attacks save for those made with magic spells or 
with weapons made from jade, crystal, or obsidian. 
Swift 4 
 
Nue 
Nue are large bird-spirits from Chikushudo; they resemble a predatory bird roughly the size of a dog, but with an oddly 
human head and face. They possess a human-like cunning but the mentality of aggressive animals, and will attack any 
prey they think they can kill. They are known for carrying out flying ambushes, such as by flying between their prey and 
the sun, or flying behind clouds.  
 
Earth 2  
Fire 2 (Agility 4) 
Water 2 (Perception 3) 
Air 2 (Reflexes 5) 
 
Initiative: 6k5  
Attack: claw/beak 6k4 (Simple)  
Damage: 4k2 
Armor TN: 30 
Reduction: 3  
Wounds: 15: +5; 30: Dead.  
Skills: Hunting 3, Investigation 3, Stealth 3 
Special Abilities:  
Diving Attack: If the Nue makes an attack in the Full Attack posture and dives at least 20’ during the attack, it gains a 
+1k1 damage bonus. 
Spirit  
Swift 3 (when flying) 
 
Tsuru, Spirit of Chikushudo 
Tsuru are shapeshifting spirits similar to kitsune, komouri, and tanuki. In their natural form they appear to be very large 
and elegant cranes, but they can shapeshift into a beautiful human body with somewhat elongated facial features, or 
into a human-crane hybrid that somewhat resembles a kenku. On some occasions they have been mistaken for kenku, 
especially since in their bipedal forms they are fond of carrying swords and engaging in duels. They are proud creatures 
and easily insulted, insults which they prefer to answer with duels.  
 
Earth 2  
Fire 2 (Agility 3) 
Water 1 (Perception 4) 
Air 4 
 
Initiative: 5k4  
Attack: Sword 7k3 (Complex) or Beak 3k3 (Complex)  
Damage: 4k2 (sword) or 1k1 (beak) 
Armor TN: 25 
Reduction: 3  
Wounds: 15: +5; 30: +10; 45: +15; 60: Dead.  
Skills: Defense 3, Etiquette 3, Iaijutsu 5, Kenjutsu 4 
Special Abilities:  
Shapeshifting  
Spirit  
Swift 4 (when flying) 



 
Wyrms 
"These deadly Yobanjin warriors bring their fearsome steeds into the middle of combat, where man and beast fight as 
one. Gruesome, and effective." – Mirumoto Kei, twelfth century 
Wyrms are huge warm-blooded reptilian serpents, often as much as thirty or forty feet in length, who dwell in the 
steppes beyond the Great Wall of the North mountains. Some of them have wings and are able to fly, but even the land-
bound versions move extremely quickly and can often create the illusion of flight as they race across the ground. They 
are aggressive and dangerous predators on their own, but the Yobanjin barbarians of the north have been known to 
partially tame the creatures and ride them into battle, greatly increasing the strength of their war-bands.  
Many Rokugani believe the Wyrms to be supernatural or perhaps even demonic, but the few scholars who have studied 
them closely are convinced they are merely unusual natural creatures. 
 
Earth 4  
Fire 1 (Agility 4) 
Water 3 (Strength 5) 
Air 3 (Reflexes 5) 
 
Initiative: 5k5  
Attack: Bite 6k4 (Simple) or Constrict 6k4 (Complex)  
Damage: 7k2 (bite) or 5k5 (constrict) 
Armor TN: 35 
Reduction: 6  
Wounds: 32: +5; 64: +10; 96: Dead  
Skills: Jiujutsu 2 
Special Abilities: 
Constriction Attack: A Wyrm’s Constrict attack is considered a Grapple attack, but inflicts 5k5 damage instead of normal 
unarmed damage. 
Fear 3 
Huge 
Swift 2 (flying Wyrms have Swift 4 when flying) 
 


